By a theorem of Ortel an angular complex dilatation k is extremal iff it is Teichmüller (quadratic differential with finite norm) or if it satisfies an integral condition involving the angular limits \x{&). We show that this second case occurs iff Ax(tf) can be given explicitly at a certain point x, namely by Ax(i?) = ||7v||o0e2,(''-'?0). Moreover, we investigate this statement under the weaker condition of angularity when the uniformity part in its definition is dropped.
Abstract. By a theorem of Ortel an angular complex dilatation k is extremal iff it is Teichmüller (quadratic differential with finite norm) or if it satisfies an integral condition involving the angular limits \x{&). We show that this second case occurs iff Ax(tf) can be given explicitly at a certain point x, namely by Ax(i?) = ||7v||o0e2,(''-'?0). Moreover, we investigate this statement under the weaker condition of angularity when the uniformity part in its definition is dropped.
Introduction.
Let k be a measurable complex-valued function in the upper half-plane H with \\kWoo = esssups€ii |rc(z)| < 1. Then k is the complex dilatation of a qc (quasiconformal) self-mapping / of H onto itself, i.e., k = /?//2 and / is uniquely determined if we prescribe e.g. f(0) = 0, f(l) = 1 and f(oc) = oo. We call k extremal, if \\kWoo is minimal among all complex dilatations of qc self-mappings of H with the same boundary values as /. Then extremality occurs if and only if the Hamilton condition holds, i.e.,
(1.1) sup K(z)ip(z) dx dy •peBiH) \JJ (see [H and R-St] ). Here, B(H) denotes the Banach space of analytic functions in H with finite Li-norm \\<p\\ = fH f \p(z)| dx dy. Well-known examples of extremal k's are complex dilatations of Teichmüller mappings with associated quadratic differentials of finite Li-norm (see [Stl and R-St] ) in which case we call /c T.f.n.
If such a Z-oo-function k is given explicitly, e.g. a piecewise constant function, it can be difficult to check this condition (1.1) directly. For this purpose, M. Ortel has investigated angular complex dilatations [02] . We call k angular at the boundary point x e R if there exists a measurable function Ax(t9) such that (1.2) /c(x + re"?) ^ Xx{d) for a.e. ß € (0,tt), and we call k u.a.b.-angular at the point x e R (uniformly at the boundary) if, additionally, the limit (1.2) holds uniformly for i? G (0,ex) U (tt -ex,it) for some ex > 0. k is called angular or u.a.b.-angular if it has this property at every boundary point xeR = Ru{oo}. For x = oo these definitions are adjusted in the obvious way. M. Ortel then derives the following theorem from the Hamilton condition: THEOREM 1.1 [02] . Let k be u.a.b.-angular and k = ||/c||oo-Then k is extremal if and only if one of the following conditions is true:
From [F] we know that a complex dilatation k can only be extremal if it is T.f.n. or if there exists a so-called substantial boundary point x e R. In case that k is u.a.b.-angular we will now show that this second case occurs if and only if (b') Xx(ê) = ke2l{ê~éo) a.e. ß e (0, ir) for some point x e R, where ■do is a constant. This shows that in Theorem 1.1 one can replace condition (b) by (b'). In fact, we will show that, if in this theorem condition (b) holds, then this sup is always a max. And, at the same time, we will give a complete proof of a statement which implies Theorem 1.1. Secondly, we will also investigate the question, if the assumption "u.a.b.-angular" can be replaced by simply "angular" in one or both directions of the equivalence. It will turn out that the condition (b) is still sufficient for extremality under this weaker assumption. But, on the other hand, an example of Ortel [Ol] shows that there are extremal /c's, not T.f.n., u.a.b.-angular in all points except for one point where k is angular only, where all Xx = 0, thus showing that condition (b) is not necessary when the uniformity requirement is dropped. A slight modification also shows that we can find a k where condition (b) holds but not condition (b').
Claims and proofs. Let k e L^H),
i.e. a measurable, complex-valued and essentially bounded function in H, and let H^Hoo < 1-If the Hamilton condition (1.1) holds, then this sup can be a max, in which case k is T.f.n., or there exists a degenerating Hamilton sequence <pn, i.e. a sequence <pn e B(H) with \[<pn\\ = 1, fH f K<pndxdy -* |j/c||oo and <pn --> 0 locally uniformly in H (see [St2] ). Let x e R. If there exists a degenerating Hamilton sequence tpn such that even ÍIh-u \fn\dxdy n-^S° o for every neighborhood U of x, then we call x a s.b.p. (substantial boundary point) (with respect to /c!). This is motivated by the connection of this property with the local dilatation of the induced boundary mapping of x as it is explained in [R] . The following theorem which has been proved in [F and F-Sa] PROOF. By conformai invariance we may assume that x = 0 and put X(d) = Xo{d). We choose the sequence which is given in [02] ,
where Bn is chosen such that \\<pn\\ = 1. One easily concludes that Bn -0(l/n), namely Y\m.n^oo nBn < 4/7T and that jfH_u [<pn\ dxdy --* 0 for every neighborhood U of x. Then we have to show that
Let r\ > 0. By Egoroff's Theorem there is a measurable set E" c (0, n) of e-dimensional measure \E"\ < rj, such (0,7r) -E". Let e > 0 and r(e) such that one-dimensional measure \E"\ < r], such that «¡(re"') -► X(â) uniformly for ß e Kre1") -A(tf)| <e for 0 < r < r(e) and ß e {0,n)\E".
Obviously, it suffices to show that ////nDíríell fn{K -X)dxdy tends to zero. We .3) has been proved in [02] . For the convenience of the reader we add this proof here. We put
and use the result of [H-I-P] , that Fn (even logF'n) is convex for d e (0, ir).
Let £ > 0 such that the angularity convergence is uniform for d e (0, e)U(n-e, ir). By the convexity above and ||^n|| = 1 it follows that Fn(ö) < 1/e for e < ß < ir -e.
Let n > 0 and E" C (£,7r -e) with measure \En\ < r] such that n(rel,s) -► A(t?) uniformly in (0,Tr)\E" (Egoroff's theorem and the u.a.b.-angularity!).
We choose r(n) > 0 such that \n(re^) -X(d)\ < n for d e (0,ir)\E" and 0 < r < r(r)).
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Hence limn_>00 | ffH <pn(K. -X) dxdy\ < n + 2kn/e and this holds for all n > 0, hence proving (2.3). PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Let k be angular and k = [[kW^ < 1.
(1)=>(2). Trivial.
(2)=>(3). We choose a sequence xn G R with (1/tt)| /* XXn (^e"2^ dú\ n^° jfc. We then choose a convergent subsequence in R which we call again xn and may assume by conformai invariance that xn n^S° 0. By Lemma 2.1 we can choose for every xn a function <pn G B (H) Hence k is extremal and 0 a s.b.p. FINAL REMARK. The content of the treated problem can also be stated as follows. We map H conformally onto an infinite horizontal strip. The complex dilatation satisfies (b') (following Theorem 1.1) at the preimage of -oo iff the induced complex dilatation tends to ke2tú° along a.e. horizontal line as one moves to -oo. Hence, this point is a s.b.p. for a u.a.b.-angular k iff these limit values are the same as in the case of an affine stretch.
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